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When it comes to bed chains, there is one
clear leader in terms of size: Dreams. But this
is all about to change to a market where
there are three leading players of similar size.

Steinhoff has decided that having three
chains – Bensons for Beds, Sleepmasters and
Bed Shed – doesn’t work with the trio
competing against each other and not
having the marketing muscle that a single
national brand will have (see p6). 

The similarity of Bensons and Sleepmasters
means it won’t be too much of a change for
customers. But Bed Shed has always been a
different beast, operating more at the value
end of the sector – think Aldi rather than
Tesco – so it’ll be interesting to see how the
transition goes there.

Ironically the second largest chain,

Sleepright, will become the third once the
Steinhoff trio is unified but it will get a much
improved prominence and be expected to
deliver a significantly better performance.

If you thought the bed sector already had
too many ‘sales’ and promotions, I expect
we’ve only just seen the start of it as the
three (plus non-specialists such as Argos)
battle for market share.

Add to that Amazon.co.uk which starts
selling furniture directly this month. The
retailer hasn’t officially confirmed it but I’m
told it has set itself a £40m sales target for
the first year. It already sells furniture on
behalf of other retailers but given its trusted
reputation among shoppers (see p8) and its
understanding of delivery, its decision to
move into the market itself will cause ripples
among both online and traditional retailers.

The reaction of suppliers who have refused
to sell to online retailers will be fascinating 
to see if Amazon comes calling at their door.

Finally, congratulations to David and
Dennis Bingham, Direct Carpets & Interiors,
Wigston Magna, Leicester, who are the
winners of the Interiors Monthly subscription
draw at Harrogate Flooring Show. Thanks to
everyone who entered.
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Things are about to get
very interesting in the bed
market as Sleepright is
relaunched and Steinhoff
rebrands its chains.
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Carpetright relaunches its
bed offer as rival rebrands
Carpetright is to shake-up its beds offer, relaunching the

Sleepright brand and giving bed departments more

prominence and space in stores.

The chain has recruited Bill Carrahar, former Bensons for

Beds md, and Paul Burgham, former Bensons commercial

director, to oversee the change.

‘Beds have been further down the line for attention than

carpet but the market is in a changing state and we feel

there is an opportunity if we raise our game both in

presentation and product,’ says Carrahar. 

‘It’s a quantum change with significant investment. We

intend to offer very attractive selling stories, demystifying

bed buying with a brand lead offer.’

There will be six core divan and three bedstead

collections of 27 beds plus an average of six other models

including children’s beds.

Bed departments are being moved from the back to the

side of the store from front to back and given more space. 

The first standalone Sleepright store will open by the end

of the month in Uddingston, Lanarkshire, along with half of

the 10,00sqft York branch. Four more will open by

Christmas, replacing existing Carpetright properties, with a

target of 12 by Easter. Carrahar says the aim is to

concentrate on the 260 existing bed departments rather

than a rush to new stores.

Meanwhile, Steinhoff is to ditch the Sleepmasters and 

Bed Shed brands and rebrand the stores as Bensons for

Beds, creating a national chain with more than 300 outlets. 

Reeves plans
for a new store
House of Reeves has maintained sales since its main
store was destroyed in the London riots in August.
Trevor Reeves, House of Reeves finance director, told
the Financial Times the company has survived thanks
to being able to use its much smaller showroom and
support ‘from the national community, let alone the
locals.’

‘Three-quarters of the business disappeared, but
we still had a shop that was tradable although it was
smashed to bits,’ he says.

The company has hired an architect to devise
plans for a new store, with flats above, on the site of
the former 144 year-old store and hopes Croydon
Council will provide a speedy planning process. 

‘We don’t want to be seen as walking away from
this area, which is named after our family and after
our business, but whether the level of sales will carry
on is a question for the future,’ says Reeves.

He says the store has received support from across
the country, including a Nottingham family who
would only buy a wardrobe if his father, Maurice,
signed it on the back. The local radio station and
newspaper offered free advertising to publicise the
reopening of the showroom. 

The man charged with starting the fire, Gordon
Thompson of Croydon, pleaded not guilty to two
counts of arson at Inner London Crown Court. He
was remanded in custody until his trial on 20
February. He also faces four additional charges and
will enter pleas for these on 28 October.

Rebalance prices
The market needs to rebalance its
expectation on prices and understand
that suppliers’ costs have seen major
increases such as shipping costs and a
25% rise in wages in China, according to
Mark Symes, Willis & Gambier md.

‘From any sale, of the supplier, the
retailer and the VAT man, the supplier
receives the least,’ he says. ‘The cabinet
market is oversubscribed and many
retailers are importing themselves either
by sharing containers or through buying
groups.’

Despite this Symes has ruled out
expanding into other categories. He says
its mixed container programme has
made it a more important supplier to
some retailers and enabled others that
wouldn’t have been able to become
stockists do so.

Sutcliffe Furniture closes
Cabinet company Sutcliffe Furniture has been closed after it ran out of
money and attempts to sell it failed. Some 100 of its 110 staff have been
made redundant.

Sutcliffe was bought by Radford Furniture Company in December last
year and would have celebrated its 125th anniversary next year.

Nicholas Radford, RFC chairman, said that Sutcliffe came with its
challenges, and despite a significant injection of cash and reduction in
costs the ‘widely predicated upturn in the economy had not materialised’.

RFC’s other divisions, including Nathan, are unaffected.

Leaflet push
Lifestyle Floors stockists are

to distribute 1.5million eight

page leaflets to households

in October and November. 

Lifestyle is paying half the

printing costs, with retailers

contributing the other half

plus the cost of distribution

through the company’s

media partner. 

‘We are very pleased with

the response to the leaflet

campaign, with retailers

keen to actively encourage

consumers to come into

their stores and find out

more about the brand and

the products on offer,’ says

Inga Morris, Lifestyle Floors

marketing manager.
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Carlyle 
completes
Brintons deal
Investment firm Carlyle has completed
the takeover of carpet firm Brintons,
ending 228 years of family ownership in
a pre-pack deal.

Carlyle is understood to have paid
Brintons’ £18m of debts and invested the
same again to fund the group, including
the completion of its factory in China.

As part of the deal, Brintons’ pre-2002
pension fund has been offloaded to the
taxpayer funded Pension Protection
Fund.

Don Coates, Brintons md, says the
group received more than 30 approaches
and that the deal ‘ensures the
continuation of the business and survival
of a renowned British brand. 

‘The company was impacted by the
unprecedented challenges faced by
carpet manufacturers during the
economic downturn, which disrupted
our plans for the business,’ he adds.

Marks & Spencer and John Lewis offer
the best in-store shopping experience of
the country’s largest retailers, according
to Kelkoo’s Best Retail Brand report. 

They were followed by Tesco, Asda,
Debenhams, Harrods, Sainsbury’s, Boots,
House of Fraser and Apple.

In choosing where to shop, value for
money was the most important factor for
54% of the 1,500 consumers taking part,
followed by deals and offers (17%), the
brand’s reputation for being trustworthy
(7%) and customer service (6%).

‘Consumer opinion confirms that “one
trick ponies” focusing purely on value are
not doing enough to create consumer
affinity for their brand,’ says Chris
Simpson, Kelkoo chief marketing officer. 

‘Consumers are sophisticated and
expect great customer service, 
excellent delivery options and a good
overall experience from a retailer they
trust.’

Amazon was voted the UK’s top retail
brand, followed by Tesco, Marks &
Spencer, Asda, Apple, Argos, Sainsbury’s,
John Lewis, Boots and Ikea.

Top rating for M&S
and John Lewis 

Home stores make more money for Next
than its clothing stores, it has revealed.

The clothing giant has seen profits of
23.3% from the six Home stores it has
opened in the past year, compared with
21.3% from mainline stores.

The Home stores are also
outperforming clothing branches on

sales, with sales 9.6% ahead of forecast
compared with 5.8% for non-Home
stores.

Next opened its flagship 55,000sqft
Home store in Shoreham-by-Sea, West
Sussex in late July and says the failure of
rivals means suitable retail space is
readily available at attractive terms.

Carezza upholstery including Strato is sold by several UK chains

MBO at Carezza
Leather upholstery supplier Carezza

has been bought by its management

from Halo Asia.

The company was set up in August

2008 concentrating on classic and

retro design styling and is sold in 16

countries.

‘The transition of ownership from

Halo Asia to the management team

will be seamless as Carezza continues

to operate as usual without any

interruptions or changes to its

production, materials or quality,’ says

Daniel Feltham-White, Carezza sales

director. 

‘Since the inception of the company,

Carezza’s business has been run as a

separate business unit by Alison Gay

and myself, and we will maintain our

creative and sales and operations

roles respectively.‘

The company will continue to 

take advantage of its internationally-

accredited manufacturing facility 

in Vietnam, coupled with its hand-

finished leathers from the Halo

tannery to ensure continuity of

quality.

As well as being sold by several

chains and major independents in the

UK, the company also offers a

warehouse programme and direct

home delivery service through its UK

office, which allows retailers to buy

smaller quantities from stock that can

be delivered within 14 days.

Next profits from Home stores 
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BIG snaps up Super-Click as
Victoria pays £400,000 for C&H
Beaulieu International Group is to build an extra production

line at its Wielsbeke, Belgium premises after acquiring the

European, Russian and North American licence for the

Super-Click LVT.

The production line will be built at the facilities of BIG’s

vinyl subsidiary Beauflor and is expected to be in operation

by the start of next year.

Beauflor will rebrand Super-Click as Dream Click while its

developer, Mei Li Sheng, will

retain rights to Asia, Central

and South America, the

Middle East, Africa, Australia

and New Zealand. The Super-

Click brand will be managed

by Super-Click International,

to be headquartered in the

UK, while production will

continue to be in China.

The introduction of Dream

Click will give Beauflor two

LVT collections – it previewed the Podium range including

6ft planks at Harrogate Flooring Show. Super-Click made its

UK debut at Harrogate in 2009 and in January this year

Abingdon announced plans for UK distribution.

Meanwhile, Victoria Carpets has entered the LVT market,

buying C&H Distribution from the Horner family for

£400,000. A further £50,000 will be paid if sales targets are

met.

Although C&H operates predominantly in the contract

market, Victoria says it will be able to use its position in the

independent retail market to grow sales in this sector.

‘For a modest outlay, it gives Victoria an immediate and

significant entry into the

luxury vinyl flooring market, a

segment of the market which

offers both higher margin and

excellent growth potential,’

says Alan Bullock, Victoria

group md.

‘C&H is an important step

towards achieving our stated

objective of becoming the

leading high quality flooring

supplier in both Australasia

and the UK.’

Victoria has recruited Paul Shaw, who has spent 23 years

at Amtico, to run the operation to ‘allow the Victoria team to

remain focused on its core quality carpet business’.

Beauflor will use the Dream Click branding

Furniture chain Walmsleys has slimmed
from 63 stores to 25 after SKG Capital,
owner of fellow furniture retailer Mark
Elliot, completed a pre-pack deal on the
retailer.

As well as the 25 branches, SKG has
bought the chain’s stock.

Interiors Monthly understands that
negotiations took place with two

possible buyers before the appointment
of Leonard Curtis as administrator and
that Unibrook, the limited company
behind the chain, filed the intention to
appoint an administrator on 18 August.

The 25 branches employ about 100
staff. The remaining stores are: Scotland
– Bathgate, Dumfries, Falkirk and
Kirkaldy; North East and Yorkshire –

Barnsley, Blyth, Doncaster, Leeds,
Newcastle, South Shields, Stockton,
Sunderland and Wakefield; North West –
Birkenhead, Ellesmere Port, Oldham, 
St Helens and Wythenshawe; Midlands –
Burton Upon Trent, Crewe, Gloucester,
Longton, Northfield and
Wolverhampton; and its Woolwich,
London store.

Some 35 of Floors-2-Go’s 83 stores have
been bought by Nixon & Hope, led by
former managers David Vizor and
Parjinder Sangha.

The chain went into administration in
August for the second time in three
years.

The remaining stores have been closed
and 192 staff made redundant.

Administrator Ian Pankhurst of Senate

Recovery, says there were a number of
factors contributing to the firm’s
problems, including competition within
the industry and increased Internet sales.

‘But,’ he says ‘the main reason is the
general downturn over the past 12
months, and a lack of disposable income
from consumers. 

‘Sales have nosedived, particularly in
the past 12 months, and the company

was not able to operate at a profit.’
The new owner of the stores, Nixon &

Hope, was set up this month and media
reports suggest it is being funded by 
the Hodges family, who founded Floors-
2-Go in 1999 and bought it out of
administration in 2008.

Pankhurst says he expects outstanding
orders to be completed through the
remaining branches.

Former managers buy Floors-2-Go

Rescue package for 25 Walmsleys stores 
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

SECURE YOUR SHARE
OF 2012 SALES NOW…

“We could have run a great sale
ourselves but with your firm’s

input, it was Really Phenomenal
Business. Plus, I was expecting it

to go quiet after, but it’s still
buzzing weeks after the end of the
sale! It’s helped to build our brand
for the future as well as bringing

instant cash and sales.”
Graham Costigan, General Manager, ROOM TO

ROOM & DUCA Furniture, Dublin and Dundalk.

DON’T HIRE A SALES
COMPANY UNTIL YOU’VE
SPOKEN TO GREENWOOD

There are good reasons why Greenwood now plans more
sales events, for quality independent retailers across the

UK & Ireland, than any other sales company.

The benefits of holding a ‘Greenwood Sale’ are many.
First, your sales event will be a huge financial success in
itself. Plus, you’ll generate instant cash and profit, clear

stock, and the long term benefits include increased
future market share.

Discover the full sales potential of your business.
Find out more about Greenwood Sales. Why not take a

look at our online brochure at greenwoodretail.com?
Then call or e mail Bernard Eaton or Terry Bridger now,

and we’ll explain the possibilities and options we can
offer you without obligation.

BOOKING NOW FOR 2012 – CALL 01625 521010

G

Many of you reading this will be avid tweeters and/or Facebook
users. They are ‘the’ communication mediums. I am old enough
to remember the advent of the Internet – and many people
then thought digital would kill off every other form of
communication and promotion. Actually, what it has done is
bring the excitement back to everything.

So does social media have a role to play in the flooring
industry? My honest answer is that I am not sure. For me, the
clue is in the name – social media. It is a conversation and
people want to talk about content and what is interesting. Also,
Facebook and Twitter are personal interaction places, not
corporate. 

Does flooring have talkability? It certainly is not an
entertainment brand and, if we
are totally honest, I am not sure it
is compelling or interesting
enough for sustained chat. To be
fair, few products or brands are.
So, if flooring doesn’t have
talkability and buzz can it benefit
from social media?

It is hard enough to mark the
correlation between an
advertisement and a sales uplift
(remember the advertising adage
– I know 50% of my advertising
worked, I just don’t know which
half ) but virtually impossible to

read the correlation between social media campaigns and sales.
On the plus side, one of the best things about social media

networks has been the opportunity for people to exchange
information. It is a private communication tool. When people
are social networking they are in communication and
engagement mode, not in search mode. 

Platforms such as Mumsnet and Netmums have vast
followings and their profiles are good. Neither does cheesy
advertisements but they have product tests and reviews. Dyson,
for example, is a user. They are so popular because they are
regarded as trustworthy and not about advertising and
endorsement. Just as social media has the power to undermine
or bring down companies and products rapidly, it can also work
as a positive word of mouth.

Why are so many doing it? Because everybody else is and
they fear missing out. It is relatively new, cool and therefore
irresistible. Whatever your views, it is an extra element in a
complex media landscape rather than a replacement for what
has gone before. 

Rupert Anton
Sapiens Communications md

Are you tweeting
comfortably?

One of the
best things
about social
media
networks is
exchanging
information
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1 2

3

1 Timed perfectly to catch the

craze for all things nautical,

Prestigious Textiles has

launched the Westward Ho! and

Maritime fabric collections.

Westward Ho! in cotton panama

prints reflects the enduring

enthusiasm for seaside themes, all

complemented by nautical

stripes. Maritime has a jaunty

combination of classic ticking,

deckchair stripes, ginghams and

plains. 

Tel: 01274 688 448

2 Koket’s Guilt mirror combines

sculptured gold tones of

hammered and textured metal

with a hint of hard edge on the

surround of the convex mirror.

The intricate craftsmanship of a

jeweller brings polished drama to

the Guilt mirror.

Email: info@bykoket.com

3 Love Mae’s fabric wall panels

can be stuck to almost any

surface and reused hundreds of

times. Create this woodland scene

with the tree, deer, rabbit and bird

panels.

Tel: 01206 272 051

4 Barbara Coupe has a chic

collection of embroidered

cushions featuring typography,

maps, or designs inspired by

nature using quality natural

fabrics. 

Tel: 020 7720 1415

5 Cormar Carpets has added to

its successful Easy Clean

collection with Primo Delight. The

50oz range is made from 100%

stain resistant Excellon

polypropylene fibre and is

available in a choice of 12 non-

fade, heather shades including

on-trend Violet, Raven and Steel.

Primo Delight is bleach cleanable

and comes with a 10-year stain

warranty. 

www.cormarcarpets.co.uk���

4

5
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6

7

8

9

6 Bonaldo’s Blues chair stands out due to its functionality

and original, versatile style. For indoor and outdoor use, it

adapts to any space, both private – from the kitchen to the

living room or home office – and public, with a wide range

of applications in the contract sector. 

Visit www.bonaldo.it

7 The Drew range by Kirsty Whyte for Modus comprises a

meeting table, coat stand and high and low occasional

tables with steel rods. Their striking geometric form creates

an optical illusion. All pieces in the range have bases in a

choice of three powder coated finishes with glass or solid

tops for the tables. 

Visit: www.modusfurniture.co.uk

8 A bookcase and cube wall units in natural, unfinished

wood and a multipurpose shelving unit in aluminium, glass

or wood, all make up Valcucine Living’s Divisum system to

organise, tidy and separate objects in the kitchen, living

room and home office. 

Visit www.valcucine.it/living

9 The body-conscious seat shell made from moulded plastic

of Vitra’s Hal chair ensures comfort and promotes dynamic

sitting due to its flexibility and ability to accommodate

numerous sitting positions. Comfort level and variety can

be increased with a fabric cover attached by two fabric

straps, making it easy to remove for a change of decor or

cleaning. 

Visit www.vitra.com

10 Benchmark’s simple but sophisticated Puck side tables

make a statement whether arranged individually or in

groups. In two sizes, they are made in oak and walnut with

either timber or lacquered tops. 

Visit: www.benchmarkfurniture.com

NEW PRODUCTS
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Look and listen

Cattelan Italia’s Trump bookcase provides a stylish
home for records, CDs, DVDs and speakers.

Jual Furnishings has expanded its
Curve AV furniture range with the walnut veneer JF207
Cabinet, the JF208 Curved Stand and the JF209 Oval Cantilever Stand
(pictured). The additions are available on Jual’s next working day
delivery scheme. A matching occasional furniture range complements
the TV stands.

A strong cardboard box could ultimately be something to rest your TV and other home
entertainment on, with a few plastic storage boxes to keep the DVDs and console
controllers. But it would scream a student household that has spent everything on the
equipment and nothing on taste. Today’s home entertainment products demand to be
housed in style.

Presotto’s Modus offers a wide
range of modular styles,
including the lacquered TV
unit with a fabric covered
sliding door and walnut base
units and shelves.

Style and practicality sum up the

latest home entertainment designs 

���
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For those with larger collections
(and space) Lema’s modular stylish
storage has plenty of room for
equipment and disks. Lema Plain
combines square-sectioned steel
tubing in two different thicknesses
painted white or black and shelves
in natural larch or painted in Lema
trend colours. 

Gab’s Fusion collection
offers a multitude of
modular options
including the hanging
media and storage units
and several shelving
choices.

Jesse’s Frame Quadra unit
available in walnut or matt
and gloss options offers
ample storage space plus it
stylishly conceals
equipment when not in use.

Halo’s Montana offers a 
chunky look with finger joint
detailing and metal cup handles. 

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
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Palatine Beds manufactures and sells
mattresses, divans and electric beds in
their state of the art 150,000 square foot
factory in Newcastle upon Tyne. Their
customers include both private and
public sector organisations as well as a
number of retailers across the UK.

Palatine’s beautiful range of retail beds
come in a variety of specifications from
open coil mattresses to high end luxury
mattresses featuring pocket springs,
memory foam and natural fillings such as
lambs wool, horse hair and coir.

For your nearest agent, to become a stockist,
or for more information about these beds
and the rest of the Palatine bed range,
contact the Palatine Beds sales team on

0191 2772559 or 0191 2772544
www.palatinebeds.co.uk/trade

Office opening hours:
8.30am to 4pm Monday to Friday

Athena Mattress

Pandora Bed

Palatine Beds, Stamfordham Road, Westerhope, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 5HH
Tel: 0191 2772544 (Switchboard) 0191 2772559 Fax 0191 2772550
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Customer campaigners
Joanne and John

Horgan’s quest is to

constantly come up with

ideas to make their

Doncaster store

appealing to customers

���

A key element of United Carpets and
Beds is its franchise operation, which
looks to combine the entrepreneurial
skills of independent retailers with the
support of a large multiple. Joanne and
John Horgan have run the United store in
Doncaster for 12 years and seen constant
improvement.

‘Last year we were offered the chance
of an upgrade to our bed area, which
would turn the area into a proper
department that was much more
attractive to customers and better 

Joanne and John Horgan’s efforts were rewarded when they were presented with three company
awards by Deborah Grayson, commercial director, at United Carpets’ annual conference 
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for our sales people,’ says Joanne. ‘We
jumped at the opportunity, but wanted
to make sure the department was ready
in time for our Boxing Day sale.

‘There was a lot of work to do,
including putting in a new staircase to
make the access easier. By Christmas Eve
we were still working hard getting
everything ready. We finished late at
night, but it was worth it, because our
bed sales have risen since then.’

Joanne and John believe you can
never take your eye off the ball so are
always coming up with new ideas and
making improvements to what they offer
their customers.

In 1999 opening a carpet store was a
new concept for the Horgans: Joanne
knew nothing about carpets and John’s
only link to the sector was being Paul
Eyre, United chief executive’s chauffeur.

‘I was running a large hotel with more
than 80 staff but my job got busier and
busier and I asked John to leave his job
to help me. Neither of us was happy
about this move, and when Paul
suggested that we buy our own store
from him we were very interested in
working for ourselves rather than
someone else,’ explains Joanne. 

To gain experience and knowledge
about carpets the pair entered United’s
training programme, spending six
months in the stores. 

Eventually they took on a 8,500sqft
outlet with two floors in Doncaster.
Previously a tile shop, there was a lot of
work to do to get it into shape. 

But the first day wasn’t quite what
Joanne expected. The opening had been
strongly advertised and the head office
team was there. ‘I had balloons, clowns
and face painters – we opened the doors
and no-one came in,’ says Joanne.

‘But we knew from the start that it
wasn’t going to be easy. Every night, we
closed the store and loaded up our paper
bags and went round the streets putting
out leaflets.’

Not an action you might expect from
the average branch manager.

But the store has prospered by the pair
coming up with initiatives to improve the
business and by keeping a constant
focus on boosting customer care. 

‘We have six staff, including John’s son,
and four of those staff have been with us
for 11 years, which in a retail business is
quite unusual. I think it shows we are
doing something right,’ she says. 

They are actively involved in a mystery
shopper scheme and also have a
privilege card system that gives
customers special deals in the store,
bringing them back again and again. It
also allows them to build the email
database, providing the opportunity to
get in touch with customers regularly. 

Staff are trained in customer service
and new product lines, so always have all
the information they need to talk to
customers knowledgeably and offer
them advice. 

‘It’s our aim to make sure customers
have a comfortable and enjoyable
experience from the moment they step
into the store to the moment our fitters
finish putting down their carpets,’ says
Joanne.

The store itself has also been improved
with windows installed at the front to
improve lighting and make it more
inviting, plus new signage. 

An advertising trailer and van drives
around the area seven days a week
promoting the store and previous
marketing has included sponsoring a
local bus.

‘While United is a major, widespread

company with 85 branches, we know
people like the local feel of our store, 
and we are very much a part of the
community. We demonstrate that by
sponsoring boards at the local rugby
union team,’ explains Joanne.

After many years of constant hard
work and innovative thinking, the
Horgans have built up their business and
customer base to highly successful levels.

‘We’re proud of the United brand, and
proud to be part of that brand. We love
our business, and we are committed to
continuing to build it up, and to offering
our customers the products and service
they expect and deserve,’ she says. 

‘With the help of our excellent staff
and the hugely valuable support from
head office, we know our business will
continue to prosper even in the face of
these tough trading conditions, and we
are already looking forward to increased
business in the years ahead.’

The Horgan’s success has also inspired
their family. John’s sister Moira runs the
Lincoln store, while Joanne’s sister and
brother, Lisa Hanson and Paul Beaumont,
run the Queen’s Road, Sheffield and
Easterley Road, Leeds branches.

Joanne and
John Horgan
(on the right)
with some of
their team
outside the
store
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Here at Mystique we constantly strive to supply a fantastic
product at a competetive price.

Please feel free to visit our show room or speak to our
staff who will be more than happy to assist you with any

imfomation you may require.
Please contact by Telephone: 01663 767 912 or email us on

mystiquewholesale@hotmail.co.uk.

Mystique Interiors
www.mystiquewholesale.co.uk

The lighting range has been the driving force for our wider furnishings business since we gained
exclusivity of the products in the UK.

Mystique is a 
successful independent
interiors business,

which has expanded to
accommodate

the� wholesale of these
exciting products 

Experience a sales upturn with this new wholesale lighting range
* Agents required – contact us to discuss  • Distributor for Ireland wanted *

Amazing consumer feedback 
and our direct-to-manufacturer
approach has reinforced our 
belief that these versatile 

products will be beneficial to many
retailers, from small independents 

to large national chains.
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Wolltec, the latest fibre for carpet aims

to offer the best aspects of natural and

man-made materials

Major increases in the price of wool carpet yarns over the past
18 months have seen wool carpet companies faced with a
choice: pass on those increases or develop an alternative.

The problem with the latter option has been that for all of its
positive characteristics, the obvious alternative, polypropylene,
doesn’t have the look or feel of wool and is limited in the styles
that can be created.

‘This all changes with the development of a new fibre,
Wolltec, which is being used in ranges launched by Georgian
Carpets and Kingsmead Carpets,’ says Peter Kimmins, Georgian
Carpets general sales manager.

Wolltec – the composition of which is being kept secret – is
woollen spun giving a softer feel and delustered finish. 

‘Wolltec is as close to wool as the industry has found. The set
of the fibre gives it the handle of wool,’ says Kimmins.

A plain, heather and berber have been introduced – this will
be the first time a berber twist pile will have had a lifetime stain
guarantee, an up to 15-year wear guarantee and be bleach
cleanable. All three have the same price and there is a choice of
three weights in a dozen colours.

‘The wool price increases have hit sales of wool products and
shifted sales to man-made fibres. A gap has been created
between polypropylene and wool ranges for a product that
could offer more than standard polypropylene. After six months
of development we believe Wolltec fills this gap,’ says Martin
West, Kingsmead Carpets general manager.

Wolltec has several advantages for retailers, he says. ‘With
wool prices having risen so much, many consumers have been
priced out of a wool carpet range. Wolltec will allow retailers to
offer these consumers a product that gives them the attributes
they were looking for at a price they can afford with the added
benefit of a lifetime stain warranty.’

It will also allow stockists to sell up from their current stain-
free products and offer the Wolltec ranges as an alternative with
visual features not previously available. 

‘We expect retailers will be able to sell Wolltec on its quality,
appearance and innovation, rather than purely on its price,’ he
adds.

The 
third
way?

Wolltec is woollen spun

Wolltec is bleach cleanable 
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Dare to 
be dotty 
Alternative Flooring has combined

traditional production techniques

with contemporary design

Lorna Haigh, Alternative Flooring
marketing manager, is excited. In fact
she’s so excited she cannot stop smiling.
The reason? The official launch of the
Quirky collection of British-made runners
and carpets at Decorex. This range draws
inspiration from the catwalks and
captures the fashionable mood for colour
and pattern, while marking a return to
craftsmanship. 

‘This is the first time we have
celebrated so much colour and pattern.
There is nothing quite like Quirky and
this innovative collection undoubtedly
puts Alternative Flooring at the forefront
of fashion for floors. The designs take
inspiration from the emerging trends and

make an individual style statement,’ she
says.

Quirky lives up to its name. An on-
trend range packed with pattern, colour,
and boasting a mix of bold styles: Dotty,
Fling, Tess and Skinny. The palette covers
lime and pink, Duck Egg and damson
through to black, grey, navy and natural.

‘The new autumn/winter season is all
about spots so Dotty is set to become
the new stripe for stairs. Watch out,
tartan’s going to be big too,’ reckons
Haigh. 

Fling is a plaid that fuses highland
tradition with up to the minute 
character, while Tess is an original
geometric that follows graphic lines 

but with a contemporary edge. 
Skinny is a colonial-style faux zebra

skin design. Animal pattern is straight off
the catwalks and makes an original and
stylish statement as flooring now reflects
the latest fashions with this range.

Working in collaboration with sister
company The Wilton Carpet Factory,
which has made carpet since 1655,
Alternative Flooring has combined
traditional wilton weaving with
contemporary design. 

Quirky is made in the original way on
looms in narrow widths which is ideal for
runners, or can be seamed together for
rugs and broadloom carpet. The patterns
can stand alone or be mixed. 

Dotty in damson

Quirky’s cabin
display stand and
Dotty and Tess
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There is a passion
for patriotism
Consumers understand the benefits of buying British products

‘Those of us in the carpet industry know that when the best
carpet is needed, it is invariably made by a UK manufacturer.
Witness the White House, the Kremlin, The Savoy, Hong Kong
airport, The Ritz and numerous other prestigious locations,’ says
Rupert Anton, Carpet Foundation spokesman. 

‘That message has, however, been a hard one to pass on to
the average consumer. Some manufacturers have been
steadfastly putting the union flag on labels in a vain attempt to
bang the UK drum – but to little effect,’ he says.

But this is poised to change. Provenance and Britishness, two
strands at the heart of the UK carpet industry offer, are very
much ‘du jour’ with consumers and these strengths should be
played upon in marketing efforts.

‘When the chips are down, consumers actively support, and
like to be seen to be supporting, local businesses and British
manufacturing because they want to keep money in this

country. There is definitely a feeling of “being in it together” and
people rally round British products because they see the wider
benefit in buying them,’ says Anton.

This is particularly true of the grey pound, a happy hunting
ground for the UK carpet industry, who have a much stronger
sense of British culture than younger consumers. There is a
nostalgic element to the association.

‘Then, of course, there is 2012 which I am sure will see a great
British pull and the country will be buzzing, both culturally and
socially,’ he says. 

‘As well as the Olympic Games, there is the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee which comes on the back of the wedding of the 
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge. I believe consumers will
rediscover a passion for Made in Britain and we as an interiors
industry should capitalise on the patriotism and loyalty that will
ignite.’

Bedrooms at The Savoy in London are carpeted by Ulster Carpets
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Show
and sell
Vale-Bridgecraft says educating

consumers about the benefits of

dealing with independents is central

Vale-Bridgecraft’s latest achievements in winning the Interiors
Monthly Best Customer Service (Furniture) award for the second
year running combined with the Gold Standard Award from AIS,
confirms its dominance in delivering the best customer service
and quality.

‘Customer service does not finish at delivering and servicing
quality products on time,’ says Stuart Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft
md. ‘By promoting our products in national newspapers such as
the Daily Telegraph, Daily Mail, Daily Express, Times, Observer,
Guardian, Mirror and Independent and also in consumer
magazines such as Saga, Radio Times, You and The Sunday
Telegraph Seven, Vale-Bridgecraft is also educating the
consumer about the benefits of dealing with independent
retailers. This is also backed up by regional television
advertising. One of the key messages is to buy quality British-
made furniture through our independent stockists.’

Support for the stockist doesn’t end there. The company’s
show centres carry its full and extensive range of products and
stockists can refer customers to show centres to view the
offering. Customers contacting show centres directly place their
order which is then delivered to the stockist of their choice
nearest their postcode.

Over the past decade this combination of consumer
advertising and show centre support has enabled Vale-
Bridgecraft’s independent retailers to successfully compete
against the large retail chains.

‘We are very pleased with the level of customer service we
obtain both from Eastleigh and Redhill showrooms,’ says Hugh
French, director of David French Furnishings in Fleet,
Hampshire.

‘We receive positive feedback from any customers we send to
view the range, both regarding helpfulness of the showroom
staff and the amount of upholstery on view. This often leads to
an order being placed. This support from a manufacturer is
much appreciated especially at this time.’

For many small independent retailers, getting customers into
the store in the present climate is proving challenging. 

‘This is why a partnership with Vale-Bridgecraft can be of
great benefit,’ says Steve Pickles, owner of Pickles Furnishers in
Shipley, West Yorkshire. 

‘Access to its regional showrooms can, in many cases,
effectively double the size of the retailer’s own store, giving
customers the opportunity to view the full range. There is also
the added attraction of the referral programme, whereby leads
generated within the regional showrooms, are processed and
directed to the nearest retailer of the particular customer.’

There will be a number of new products at Interiors UK next
January including the Rio, Goya and Chartwell ranges. Two
more new product designs will join them, all carrying Vale-
Bridgecraft’s 25-year spring and frame guarantee. The company
has also developed a range of lift and rise recliners that will be
on show for the first time.

Goya includes a love seat and club chair

Chartwell
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Home-grown quality
Consumers want to buy British products at competitive prices, says Lebus

The ability of UK manufacturers to design, produce and get
product to market quickly is proving to be invaluable. 

Add to this the fact that heavy promotional activity 
appears to be the shortest route to driving sales, lead times,
price points, service and back up all start to be major
considerations for the savvy retailer, reckons Karl Walker, Lebus
director. 

He says bringing products to market from the Far East proves
too long for some customers who like to capitalise on critical
trading peaks and market trends.

‘Most UK manufacturers have had to seriously address costs
in recent years, but by doing so we now have a very lean,
efficient and highly focused operation which we believe gives
us the ability to compete toe to toe in the marketplace,’ says
Walker.

‘Our independent business for the first nine months of this
year is up 11% and when you consider we grew the overall
business by 26% last year it goes some way to demonstrate the

fact that customers feel comfortable with good home-grown
suppliers.’

He says the UK consumer has a desire to buy British, given
the opportunity and the information. 

‘This is why we are delighted to be actively involved in the
Great British Furniture Campaign and any promotional activity
that highlights the fact that product is home-grown can only
help to benefit all UK manufacturers.

‘The keys for us are all around product, quality and service
while providing a highly competitive offer in the marketplace. 

‘If we maintain this degree of focus we believe there is a great
future for British manufactured products,’ he stresses.

Lebus has invested heavily in its 250,000sqft factory in recent
years which includes Europe’s most modern state of the art
foam conversion facility. 

‘A highly flexible workforce also allows us the ability to
“sweat” the facility when demand dictates and at critical trading
periods,’ adds Walker.

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

AWARDS 2011
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furniture
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One-Call Furniture hails from London

The east of London has long had a tradition for furniture
making and One Call Furniture is continuing that heritage.

All of One Call’s bedroom furniture is pre-assembled and
comprises three collections: the flagship Visualise, premium
Mode and budget Elemental.

Visualise has 11 ranges, including the glossy contemporary
Alpine which has a choice of white or black fronts on a white
carcass, Orient which has a choice of white or black fronts on a
black carcass, Shaker and Century. Visualise has 18mm MDF
tops and doors (16mm on Century) and 8mm solid drawer
bases with beech wraparounds, mirrors set into the doors and
muli-adjustable hinges.

Mode has six ranges, including the black and white Piano and
the Kiddi ranges. Elemental is comprised of three ranges: White,
Silver and Woodgrain.

All have 15mm carcasses, pop-out castors for ease of
transport, floor guards to protect floors, metal runners, and
joints which are dowelled, glued and clamp pressed. 

East enders 

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

Geneva
Quality
British
manufactured
furniture
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Family
values
Adam Carpets’ commitment to

quality remains as strong as ever

Chris Adam, Adam Carpets md, is the fourth generation of his
family to oversee the production of carpet from its factory in
Kidderminster. 

‘Being a family business means what we manufacture here in
Kidderminster reflects on us as a family, as well as a business.
Therefore everything that leaves our factory has to be of as a high
standard as we would expect to receive ourselves. That’s why
everything we sell is made by us. Quality is the most important
word at Adam Carpets and we pride ourselves on having one of
the lowest complaint ratios in the industry,’ he says. 

Only the finest raw materials are used and the company
refuses to cheapen its ranges by using substandard products. 

‘We know that Fine Worcester is held in high esteem by our
customers. The yarn that goes into Fine Worcester is among the
best in the industry for high end twist pile carpets,’ he says.

The company recently introduced the Boulevard range, which
has proved extremely popular. It is made on an overtuft
machine, the only one of its kind in Europe. 

‘It allows a design to be tufted into a plain background,

resulting in a patterned carpet at least as good in quality to
much more expensive woven axminsters or wiltons,’ Adam says.

The company continues to invest and innovate, launching
fashionable colours into the Castlemead Velvet Stripe range,
including lime, aubergine and nautical blue. 

‘Colour and innovation are part of our make up. We will
continue to offer quality, design and innovation as well as
family values at Adam Carpets,’ he adds.

Castlemead Velvet Stripe

Boulevard is produced on an overtuft machine Fine Worcester
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Amtico International’s largest

product launch in  four decades

Amtico International is one of the UK’s largest vinyl flooring
manufacturers and has more that 40 years’ experience of
designing, engineering and manufacturing luxury vinyl flooring 
at its Coventry factory.  

This year the brand embarked on the biggest and most
radical product launch in its history. Inspired by the in-house
design team’s travels across the globe, the designs are
innovative and to the high standards associated with the brand.
More than half of the 2011 collection is new designs, including
fresh formats and cutting options, to allow designers even
greater creativity. 

‘As part of its overhaul, and to inspire designers and specifiers
to experiment with new product combinations, we have
grouped our 2011 product ranges in both the Amtico and
Spacia brands according to shade or tone,’ says Lorna Williams,
Amtico International head in-house designer. 

The choice covers Wood, Stone and Abstract ranges that
include collections such as Golden Woods, Design Woods,
Neutral Stones, Warm Stones, Abstract Elements and Abstract
Indulgence.

To ensure its designer flooring is fitted to strict brand
standards, and as part of its ongoing commitment to
supporting the UK flooring industry, the firm has a training
school at its Solihull sales, marketing and aftercare office. 

The school offers retailers specialist product and sales
training and fitters installation training to NVQ level two. Those
who embark on the training course and complete the NVQ
receive a £75 refund on the original course.

‘With a 20-year commercial warranty for Amtico products and
10-year warranty for Spacia, users can have confidence that the
Amtico brand really is the best of British flooring,’ adds Melanie
Horsford, Amtico International UK marketing manager. 

A big issue

Classic Oak, part of the Amtico Golden Woods range

Alchemy Haze, part of the Amtico Abstracts range

Ceramic Ecru, part
of the Spacia
Stones range

BEST OF BRITISH
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Undercover agent
Carpenter’s foam products are to be found in households across the country

Whether it’s underfoot, in furnishings or luxury sleep
accessories, there’s hardly a home in Britain that doesn’t
feature Carpenter foam, proving British manufacturing is still
a force to be reckoned with.

As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of foam-based
products, Carpenter UK operates from Bee Mill in Oldham
and a state of the art production facility at Glossop,
Derbyshire. The company is a major supplier to the UK
furniture, bedding and consumer markets and leads the field in
research and development, constantly investing in equipment
and innovative techniques.

During the past five years Carpenter has seen considerable
success with its consumer division headed up by Gill Finch,
national sales manager. Starting from scratch, it is now an
established multi-million pound division providing products
from toppers and pillows to children’s furniture and pet-beds
with a customer base that boasts a number of top UK retailers.

‘As a British manufacturer we know and understand the UK
market better than our foreign competitors and can therefore
tailor the business to the needs and wants of our customers,’
says Finch. 

‘For example, with the current economic climate, consumers
are putting off purchasing high value products so there is more
emphasis on the value end of the market, with customers being
particularly price conscious leading to lower specification
products.’

With changes in the way consumers and businesses purchase
products, Carpenter has seen significant interest over the past
five years in people wanting information available online. On
the back of this the company recently launched
carpenterconsumer.co.uk which provides downloadable
brochures plus news on the company and product ranges. 

‘There is a growing demand for accessible information
among consumers. More people now use the Internet to do
research before making a buying decision and having a shop
window online is now an essential part of supporting a
consumer product offer,’ says Ian Owen, Carpenter UK sales
director.

Carpenter UK’s PU underlay division has also seen rapid
growth since it was established five years ago and is now a
major supplier to the UK flooring industry.

‘The benefits of PU over rubber alternatives are quickly being
recognised. It is more resilient and suitable for stretch-fit or
double stick applications in both domestic or contract locations.
It also has excellent heat insulation and sound absorption and
with high demand for green products, all Carpenter underlay is
made from recyclable material and is fully recyclable at the end
of its lifetime,’ says Helen Rowberry, national sales manager.

The British-made philosophy that Carpenter follows has led
the company to become a reputable British manufacturer and,
as a result, it believes it is bringing comfort to thousands of
homes across the nation. 

Carpenter’s foam products such as underlay and
mattresses make UK homes more comfortable
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Until a couple of decades ago you would have probably
received a blank look if you mentioned bed bugs to anyone
born after the Second World War. But not now. 

After being largely eradicated in the 1940s, numbers began
to rise in the mid-1990s and have seen dramatic growth since
2000. Foreign travel, more frequent exchanges of secondhand
furnishings and the growing immunity of bed bugs to
pesticides, have been blamed for their return.

Attracted to the warmth of sleeping bodies and expired
breath, the nocturnal bugs creep out of crevices, mattresses,
nooks and crannies before piercing the skin of their host with
two hollow tubes. One injects saliva (this causes a swollen, open
wound) while the other sucks out blood. 

Bed bugs easily migrate within a building, using electrical
cables between rooms or even gaps in skirting boards and it is
not uncommon for bed bugs to infest neighbouring rooms or
properties in high occupancy buildings.

Sealy has developed a solution to help deal with this

Bite back
Sealy is targeting the rise of bed bugs

problem. The BugShield fibres in Sealy beds and mattresses
contain a new form of biocide which is guaranteed skin-safe
and kills bed bugs while creating an inhospitable environment
to prevent further infestations. BugShield offers 100% bed bug
mortality rate, with 90% killed within 24 hours. 

An additional benefit is that BugShield also kills house dust
mites, a key trigger for asthma, hay fever, eczema and many
allergic reactions in around 20% of the UK population. House
dust mites thrive in the indoor environment, especially in
bedrooms, and are present all year round. 

Neil Robinson, Sealy, marketing director, says with next year’s
Olympics set to attract tens of thousands of people to London,
the collection is good news for consumers and the
accommodation and hospitality industry. 

‘Since the range was launched we have had numerous
enquiries from hoteliers – everyone from B&B owners to major
hotel chains – and about a fifth of  beds sold at the moment are
from the BugShield range.’

Sealy’s beds and
mattresses use
BugShield to kill
bed bugs
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Supply and demand
Kingstown strives to provide good design at competitive prices

‘There is no doubt demand for British furniture has grown
considerably over the past year. The effects of imported
furniture on the UK market have slowed, and the questionable
quality of some imported goods, coupled with the high
standards of British design and workmanship, has prompted an
increased number of consumers to buy closer to home,’ says
Geoff Brailsford, Kingstown Furniture group sales director.

But while consumers are all for supporting the UK economy
and want the best quality products on the market, Brailsford
says design and value for money will be at the top of their
agenda when it comes to making their next purchase.

Although consumers are prepared to buy high quality goods,
the UK economy is still suffering from the effects of the
recession, and for manufacturers to attract regular custom, they
need to offer innovative products at the best possible prices.

‘Continuing to raise consumer-awareness of the advantages
of buying British is also very important. Faster delivery times,
excellent customer service, convenience and easy
communication all encourage consumers to buy closer to home
and help communicate the high standards of design, quality
and service that can be expected from British manufacturers,’
says Brailsford.

Kingstown produces about 7,500 pieces of furniture a week –
all made to order – allowing it to meet the needs of both
retailers and consumers and ensure it never runs out of stock.

‘To maintain the quality of our service and high standard of
our products, we are committed to an ongoing improvement
and growth programme that has recently included investment
in a three-phase factory extension worth £2.5m,’ he says. 

Over the past year the company has also invested heavily in
staff, along with machinery and additions to its fleet of 50ft
road-trains. The new road-trains will help reduce lead-times to
provide customers with an efficient and flexible quality service.

‘At Kingstown, we work hard to research and develop ranges
that are ideal for the British market, and continue to launch
exciting products and expand and enhance our existing ranges,
including two of Kingstown’s bestsellers, Signature and Serena,’
says Brailsford.

Kingstown’s bestsellers include Serena (above) and Signature (below)
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The Shire Bed Company is targeting bed bugs with its new collection

A good night’s sleep is vital to our health and wellbeing. Only
by sleeping soundly can we approach each day restored and
refreshed.

And bed bugs don’t help this, which is why The Shire Bed
Company has launched the five-strong ecoShire anti-bed bug
collection. The ecoSnug, ecoSound, ecoDrift, ecoDeep and
ecoEasy models feature EcoShield which uses eucalyptus oil. 

‘Modern life throws enough things our way to stress and bug
us. We certainly don’t need the creepy-crawly variety inviting
themselves into our beds. They can result in some pretty itchy

Welcome to ecoShire 

Above: ecoDrift is an open coil
model

Right: ecoSnug is available in 
the full range of pocket sprung
mattress

skin irritations but worst of all, they cause real anxiety and
experiencing phantom itching is common. Shouldn’t we be
drifting off into dreamland rather than having our imaginations
run wild?’ says Fara Butt, The Shire Bed Company marketing
director.

‘All fibres and textile materials treated by EcoShield are wash-
resistant, thanks to microcapsule technology. This technology
permits the active ingredient to be released gradually over time,
since the capsules only break open when using the mattress.

‘Eucalyptus oil is well known to give relief from sinus
infections, the common cold, bronchitis, flu and other
respiratory conditions. Eucalyptus oil has anti-microbial and
anti-bacterial properties, which is why it’s often used in
perfumes, lotions, soaps and other hygiene products.’

Some 2.5% of the profits of every ecoShire mattress will go to
charities supporting the global fight against malaria by
providing nets and support.
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It’s all in the service 
Designed and made in the UK has long been WBH’s approach

‘Despite fierce competition from overseas in recent years and
difficult trading conditions at home, WBH is now starting to
reap the rewards of being one of Britain’s leading furniture
manufacturers,’ says David Evans, WBH brand manager. 

He says that in the 60 years the company has been making
furniture in the UK it has always concentrated on playing to its
strengths of giving customers and retailers what they want:
consistency in quality, design and manufacture, supported by
customer service that is second to none.

The result is a wide-ranging portfolio of living, dining and
bedroom furniture, designed for the UK market, that offers a
wide choice of attractive, practical and affordable options all
around the house, with none of the complications associated
with buying from abroad, says Evans.

‘Always aware of how British lifestyles and tastes are ever
changing, we are constantly adding to and updating these
collections. This autumn sees the emphasis turning to the
bedroom with the launch of three exciting Caxton bedroom
collections, and developments being made to some of our
existing bestsellers,’ he says.

‘For us the key benefit of buying British has always been the
importance of good customer service. And having recently
been awarded a Gold Standard by AIS for service and quality –
and voted Best British Furniture Manufacturer by the readers of
Interiors Monthly for the second year in a row – our commitment
to the British retail trade is there for all to see.’

As part of WBH’s fully integrated support service, retailers can
typically benefit from guaranteed 28 day delivery via its
nationwide direct home delivery service, online order tracking
using the company’s dedicated customer portal, and marketing
support material to help promote the brands in-store.

‘It is really good to now see a growing understanding, among
public and trade alike, of the economic, environmental and
competitive benefits of buying British furniture. This can only be
good news for British consumers, retailers, manufacturers, and
for the country,’ says Evans.

Caxton’s new Pippa bedroom collection Caxton’s Melody bedroom collection

Caxton’s bestselling Strata bedroom collection
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Laminate and vinyl flooring
producer Pergo is taking Europe’s
biggest mobile floor exhibition
out on the road, offering retailers
the chance to view its 2012
designs.

From 19 September to 11
November, two trucks full of
Pergo’s award-winning designs
will visit 44 locations in 14
European countries, including 
the UK.

The UK dates are: Friday 28
October at Kempton Park
Racecourse, Staines Road East,
Sunbury on Thames, TW16 5AQ;
Monday 31 October at Haydock
Park Racecourse, Newton-le-
Willows, WA12 0HQ and Tuesday
1 November at Falkirk Stadium, 
4 Stadium Way, Falkirk, FK2 9EE.

The exhibition will be the
opportunity to view first hand: 90
new products, pioneering
patented design features, Pergo’s
Total Design concept and
demonstrations and solutions from the
Pergo team.

‘During our tour we will be displaying
our latest products together with a wide

range of all our acclaimed laminate and
vinyl flooring solutions. It will be a great
opportunity for our customers to get a
sneak preview of the new design features
we will be introducing in 2012. With so

On the road
Pergo is previewing its 2012 launches at 44 locations across Europe

many surprises in store, this is
definitely an event not to be
missed,’ says Ralf Eisermann,
Pergo ceo.

Pergo’s European Tour will
unveil some of the new design
features such as NaturalVariation
and EndlessPlank.

NaturalVariation is a patented
production process capable of
producing up to 700 different
looking planks by randomly
giving each plank a chalked,
naturally rustic look, providing
unlimited pattern variations to
create distinctive floors. 

EndlessPlank creates perfectly
matching decors and textures
that flow continuously from the
end of one plank to the start of
the next.

Pergo will also introduce 39
additional decors and five surface
textures including Embossed in
Registered for a more genuine

feel and faceted embossing for a more
artistic expression.

The company is also offering attendees
the chance to win an iPad by registering
at http://pergoeuropetour.com.

Total Design in black and silver
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Sasso is a contemporary solid oak range with veneered panelling avail-

able in dining and bedroom collections.

The understated and distinctive angled joint detailing gives this 

collection a modern appearance, complemented with wooden handles

to exude just the right blend of character and elegance.

The excellent craftsmanship showcases the undeniable quality of

this range. 

Affordable style, quality and workmanship is available direct from

Furniture Origins’ South Wales warehouse or via our direct container

programme.

From 24-28 October Furniture Origins is opening the doors to its extensive showrooms in South Wales allowing viewings of

some of the UK’s top-selling dining and bedroom ranges and our exclusively designed upholstery collections. We look forward

to welcoming you during this period. For more information or to book an appointment please contact your local area sales

representative or alternatively Teresa Reaney at our sales office: T: 0845 223 4900. 

Sasso-ODE for the bedroom

Sasso-ODE from Furniture Origins
Contemporary style and elegance

CONTACT DETAILS

The Former Sanken Building, 

Abercynon, Rhondda Cynon Taff, 

Mid Glamorgan CF45 4XA 

T: 0845 223 4900 

F: 0845 223 4901

Barry Webb, sales director: E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.

co.uk; M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent for South West and Wales:

E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888

Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/

East Anglia/Kent/Essex and Greater

London: E: alan.endersbee@

furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019

Mike Brown, sales agent for Scotland/

Cumbria/North East and Yorkshire:

E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601

Teresa Reaney, head of sales and marketing: 

E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or 

E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834

McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:

E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00 353 47 81366/81360

At Home show invitation
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Interfloor manufactures 35 PU underlays –

more than any other UK manufacturer. These

include three very successful ranges:

• Dreamwalk, Softwalk and Cosywalk, high

density (110kg per cubic m) with thicknesses

from 7mm to 11mm; 

• Sensation, Contract 9 and Contract 7,

ultra high density (145kg per cubic m) with

thicknesses also from 7mm to 11mm; 

• Zest and Brio, medium density (98kg per

cubic m) with thicknesses at 10mm and 8mm

respectively. 

Over the past year Interfloor has expanded

the range into ultra high density products,

double stick underlays for contract applica-

tions (Contract 9 and Contract 7) and will 

soon be announcing a new range of flame

retardant PU underlays. 

Cowley emphasises the benefits Tredaire

brings to retailers. 
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Interfloor has announced that Tredaire has

become the biggest selling PU underlay brand

in the UK. The Tredaire brand, which was

established in 1956, has been number one in

sponge rubber for a number of years and only

commenced PU production in 2000. 

‘Our growth in the past two years has been

phenomenal,’ says Gary Cowley, Interfloor

sales director. 

‘We’ve had a remarkable response from the

trade, and with growth rates at over 60%,

we’re delighted to see Tredaire as the number

one. This means that Tredaire is now the mar-

ket leader in both the PU and sponge rubber

sectors. 

‘I would like to thank all of our Tredaire

retailers and distributors for their support in

making this happen. However it’s a very com-

petitive market so it’s vital that we continue

improving our products and service.’

Tredaire becomes PU
underlay market leader
Tredaire, the biggest selling UK underlay brand, has become the market leader in PU

Gary Cowley, Interfloor sales director
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Interfloor, Broadway, Haslingden, Rossendale, Lancashire BB4 4LS

Sales tel: 01706 238810

Sales fax: 01706 214737

Email: sales@interfloor.com 

Web: www.interfloor.com 

‘We believe there are three significant

advantages for retailers in stocking Tredaire

PU underlays. 

‘Firstly, performance: our products are up to

10% denser than other leading brands, so you

get more for your money. Our products are

colour coded for ease of identification and we

use the best backings, such as Textron, to

provide extra strength and structural integrity. 

‘Secondly, sales and marketing support.

We believe that we give our customers the

best sampling service in the market and our

experienced territory managers help our

resellers to sell the products through. 

‘Finally, Tredaire has the highest consumer

brand awareness for underlay so the products

can be sold with confidence.’

Interfloor continues to invest in marketing

tools that help the retailer to sell and up-sell

underlay. 

The company produces more than 200,000

samples per year for POS use in-store. Its

Profit Ability programme is well established in

more than 500 stores and it incorporates an

underlay foot tester stand, so that the con-

sumer can feel the benefits of underlay. In

addition, consumer leaflets, samples, hanging

boards and posters are provided. 

‘We monitor the stores that use it and they

sell about 10%-15% more than stores that

don’t. The foot tester stand enables the con-

sumer to feel the difference that a new under-

lay makes. It’s all part of our drive to help retail-

ers maximise their sales and profits,’ explains

Cowley. 

‘By working with the Tredaire brand retailers

can maximise their sales and profits. In the

current economic climate that has to be good

for business,’ he says.

Tredaire fleet

Interfloor Sensation Interfloor Dreamwalk Interfloor Softwalk
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Flowers and feathers
The latest designs see a resurgence of floral and natural influences

Be bold to make sure the design is noticed but stick to what
sells – flowers and natural inspirations – is the message behind
new rug designs.

Asiatic’s Hawaii is a big, bold floral that demands your
attention while Plantation Rug Company’s Nomadic opts for
peacock feathers with a vibrant palette of pinks, blues, greens
and black.

Calligaris chose large dahlias in black with red and white

flowers or white with pink and brown flowers for Dalia.
Brink & Campman takes a more low key, but still large scale,

approach with its watercolour look Icon Blossom.
Pappelina’s non-slip, water and UV resistant rugs are made

from plastic using traditional weaving looms for increased
practicality, allowing them to be used on rooms where rugs
would be normally fear to go such as kitchens. Lilo sports a
daisy motif.

Clockwise from

top left: 

Calligaris’ Dalia;
Plantation’s
Nomadic; 
Asiatic’s Hawaii;
Brink &
Campman’s Icon
Blossom;
Pappelina’s Lilo
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To find out more about how Spires Art can help you select from

its retail range, just call its friendly team on: 

tel: +44 (0) 28 82 246613 

email: info@spiresart.com

Since being established in 1988, Spires Art

has had continued success in the art industry.

The company offers a combination of experi-

ence, knowledge and quality service. Its team

is dedicated to customer service, from proj-

ects with individuals to large corporate proj-

ects in the UK and internationally.

The company specialises in designing and

providing a broad range of artwork for both

residential and commercial markets, from

unique glass art through to prints, glass sculp-

tures, way-art signage and bespoke wall cov-

erings. Its service covers design, development

and installation, although it also offers a supply

only service where appropriate. 

Spires Art has its own in-house artists,

graphic designers, glass artists, glass proces-

sors and craftsmen, which means it can des-

ign and develop products for a particular inte-

rior application or décor.

Previous clients have included Jury’s Doyle

Group, Hilton Hotel Group, Great Southern

Hotel Group, Radisson, Ramada, Accor and

the InterContinental Hotels and Resorts

Group. Most recently we have supplied art-

work to One Hyde Park, London and Rend-

ezvous Mayfair Casino, London, and South-

ampton Rose Bowl and Grosvenor House

Hotel. 

With more than 20 years experience in this

market, the company has a high reputation

with contractors, interior designers, architects

and end users alike. The ability to develop

products to meet the individual requirements

of a particular project sets us apart, combining

creativity with practicality. Finding the right art

for your latest interior design project, retail

store or major contract can be frustrating and

time consuming without the help of a dedicat-

ed team, we are here to help.

Interior designers

Whatever your current project needs are, you

are certain to find the right piece in our online

gallery at www.spiresart.com to give that

important touch to any project.

Contractors

From pubs to star restaurants, hotels to care

establishments or hospitals, Spires Art has the

answer. Its range includes box canvas, framed

prints and mirrors in a range of different styles

which will complement your surroundings per-

fectly. 

Retailers

We manufacture a wide range of popular tra-

ditional and contemporary artwork, canvases

and framed mirrors designed for your needs.

Each piece is chosen to complement current

trends in both furniture design and lifestyle.

Experience the quality 
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All the fun of the fair
Whatever flooring product buyers were after, it was at Harrogate 

The flooring industry again made its annual pilgrimage to

Harrogate in search of new products and to reinforce its

reputation of the most social of exhibitions. But what was

on offer?

Abingdon Flooring’s Saxony Stainfree and Stainfree Twist

are both three-ply polypropylenes in six colours and a 4m

width. Stainfree Romance is available in five colours and a

4m width while Spartacus has felt backing and 10

colourways. The four colour Arena is in felt and secondary

backing while the wool Super Charter is available by the roll

in five colourways.

Asiatic Carpets’ launches included the 

bold floral Hawaii in six designs, the

Asiatic’s Elise watercolour floral Plantation Rug Company’s SplatLano’s Oasis in rum

Mercado’s Trouble Free
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sparkly Jazz and an expanded Ports of Call collection.
Associated Weavers introduced the 14 colour 50oz Stainguard

Saxony, including green and grey/purple; the Invader Twist and
First Choice budget ranges in a dozen colours; and Stadium, a
collection of children’s bedroom carpets with football club
colours.

It also introduced canvas POS banners available in widths up
to 8m.

Austalex showed off the Windmoeller Designline and
Designline Connect LVT.

Beauflor joined the LVT market with the Podium collection
headed by Podium XXL, a 6ft by 9in plank. At 3mm thick with a
0.55m wear layer it is available in a dozen finishes.

Podium Click has 13 finishes is 4mm thick with a 0.3mm wear
layer, while the Pro 55 and 30 ranges have 20 finishes and
0.55mm and 0.3mm wear layers respectively. Tiles are also
available in two sizes and 16 finishes. The offer is completed
with the peel and stick Podium Easy.

Brink & Campman launched Loops, a collection of large
looped tufted plains in eight colours, the multicolour Gusto
flatweave in five colourways and the painted effect version
giving the impression of a watercolour.

Clarendon Carpets introduced the three-ply New Zealand
wool, Regent Palace, in 4m and 5m widths alongside the
Wycliffe, Merton and Christchurch budget wool naturals in 4m
and 5m widths and the bleach resistant Anti-Stain Supreme.

Edel Telenzo’s two-ply Barbican has a choice of six two-tone
options in 4m and 5m widths and a stripe in 4m width. A 1m
width was added to Bakerloo.

F&X Carpet highlighted its vertically integrated production
facilities. ���

Back to nature: Ecovise introduced its Natural Plains,

Eco Patterns and Bio Stripes collections alongside the

Neutral Runners range. All the company’s 100%

biodegradable and eco-friendly carpets use natural

materials such as 100% undyed woollen yarn, cotton,

jute and rubber latex from sustainable and renewable

resources. ‘It is a natural advantage as the beautiful

designs in stripes and subtle neutral tone colours are

created with a conscience and has minimal impact on

the environment,’ says Kamran Saeed, Ecovise

director. ‘We blend the various natural wool colours in

neutral tones for use in our carpets. Mother Nature’s

own colour pallet is exquisitely subtle and soothing to

the eyes.’

Brink &
Campman’s
Rocks

Cavalio had a trio of LVT launches including Lightline
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Showcase: Gaskell relaunched Neopolitan

with wide stripes, plains and more colours.

The company also showcased Bloomsbury, a

100% wool range using three-ply British

wool in eight colours, the loop pile Camden

with seven colours and Colosseum, a narrow

stripe with coordinating plains. Gaskell used

the show to preview its Axminster collection

ahead of a planned 2012 launch.

Gaskell’s Colosseum Trevi

(stripe) and Caesar (plain)

Gaskell’s Neapolitan Blueberry Pie (stripe) and Waffle (plain)
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Georgian Carpets introduced Rainbow Stripes, a 80/10/10
available in eight combinations and 4m and 5m widths, while
Cathedral Twist was recoloured. The company also updated its
display stand and introduced Wolltec (see p26).

Karndean unveiled its rebranding as Karndean
Designflooring and its Vantage reward programme, which gives
stockists the opportunity to claim extra accessories, POS
material, training courses, televisions and iPods. Members will
also have their details featured on the Karndean website under
the find a retailer section and will receive consumer leads from
the website. 

The company also extended its Van Gogh collection with 10
wood-look editions. 

Kersaint Cobb debuted Heritage Parquet, a collection of five
patterns with the untreated oak blocks pre-assembled in panels
for quicker laying. The engineered Duo-Living has 150mm and
189mm planks in eight colours that can be mixed to create
different patterns. Wood floor maintenance kits were also
introduced.

From Lifestyle Floors were vinyl, carpet, carpet tiles, underlay
and LVT.

The Titan, Vibrant Living and Cosy Floor vinyl ranges are
available in 2m, 3m and 4m widths. Cosy Floor has a fibre
backing suitable for uneven floors, such as tiles, while the
Vibrant Living designs sport a shiny finish.

Richmond, part of the Premier Collection, is available in three
weights and a 4m width and was joined by the Heuga Le Bistro
carpet tile range and four weights of underlay.

The LVT collection consists of three ranges: Galleria and
Emporium, both dryback ranges; and Emporium Clic, which is
edged with the Uniclic system.

Austalex’s Designline
in country pine

Associated Weavers introduced POS posters

Cormar’s Primo Plus in mocha

Lifestyle’s Titan
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Manx Carpets showed the 80/20 Castle Twist Essence in 40oz
and 50oz weights and 4m and 5m widths alongside the 50/50
Belgrave Berber in two designs and 4m and 5m widths, and
two-ply 80/10/10 New Zealand wool Metropolitan in 40oz and
50oz weights and 4m and 5m widths.

Mercado debuted the 12 strong Trouble Free carpet
collection. Stain warranties range from five years to a lifetime
and eight are available in 1m to 5m widths. Trouble Free Twist,
Saxony Supreme, Saxony Sovereign and Saxony Ultimate come
in 4m widths only.

The Trouble Free vinyl collection has four ranges: Tiles, Woods,
Deluxe and Elite while the PU coated LVT True Luxury Collection
has 18 design options.

Oriental Weavers’ main launches were Super Kashan in 100%
New Zealand wool, available in five sizes and two colourways,
and the polypropylene Metallics in three sizes and five designs
alongside five new colours for Love Shaggy. 

Rhinofloor has updated its vinyl collection since its purchase
by Tarkett last October, with all ranges now in 2m, 3m and 4m
widths.

Serdim Rugs unveiled a collection of acrylic rugs.
On Stairrods UK’s stand were brass skiffers and Easy Shims,

designed to make laying easier by fixing height differences
between rooms.

TATA Carpet introduced a hand-carved wilton collection.
Mr Tomkinson’s Tomkinson Twist and Tomkinson Berber were

recoloured with darker shades.
V4 Woodflooring showed off its new Deluxe display stand

and previewed the Phoenix collection including stained,
carbonised and distressed finishes on the 148mm wide planks.

Bronte recoloured its 100% wool offer and added to its shag pile range

Beauflor’s Podium XXL

Karndean’s Opus
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Stand and be counted
Companies came up with some innovative displays to

encourage visitors to their stands, we highlight a few of them

���

1 Kersaint Cobb’s beach bar themed stand drew the

crowds as Mike Richardson, Kersaint general manager

(pictured) introduced Heritage Parquet, a collection of

pre-assembled oak blocks for much quicker laying, the

Duo-Living engineered wood collection and wood floor

maintenance kits. 

Tel 01675 430 430, email: sales@kersaintcobb.

co.uk or visit: www.kersaintcobb.co.uk 

2 Bronte Carpets had an upbeat show launching a

range of 60 contemporary colours in the saxony/shag

pile ranges, together with 60 colours in the Classic Twist

range. It also introduced a 40oz, 50oz and 60oz lower

pile velvet/saxony product and chunky shag pile while

an embossed design was added to its border range. 

Tel: 01282 862 736 or 

visit: www.brontecarpets.co.uk

3 Inspired by nature and designed for living, Karndean

Designfloors are realistic and practical with a wide

range of colours, textures and finishes allowing

consumers to create looks that are unique and

guaranteed to last for years. From the hallway to the

bathroom and right through the home, Karndean

Designflooring can provide the right flooring. 

Tel: 01386 820 200, email: marketing@karndean.

co.uk or visit: www.karndean.co.uk

4 Saif Carpets is a fourth generation carpet

manufacturer specialising in handmade rugs for the

wholesale and bespoke markets. The company has a

wide range of rugs made using different techniques. 

Visit: www.saifcarpets.com 

1 2

3

4
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5 Ecovise introduced its 100% biodegradable, eco-

friendly and all natural wilton and axminster woven

BioCarpets made from 100% undyed wool woven into a

100% cotton and jute backing secured with natural

latex. Ecovise has excellent green credentials, with its

products derived from sustainable sources. 

Tel: 07766 494 060, email: info@ecovise.co.uk or

visit: www.ecovise.co.uk

6 Turkish company TAT Carpet is a vertically integrated

carpet and rug producer that has enjoyed rapid growth

in recent years. It used the Harrogate show to introduce

its hand-carved wilton collection. 

Tel: 0797 660 7657, email: gordon@tatcarpet.com

or visit: www.tatcarpet.com 

7 Clarendon Carpets enjoyed a busy Harrogate as it

introduced the three-ply New Zealand wool Regent

Palace in 4m and 5m widths alongside the Wycliffe,

Merton and Christchurch budget wool naturals in 4m

and 5m widths and bleach resistant Anti-Stain Supreme.

Tel: 01675 433 066 or email:

ian.byrnes@clarendoncarpets.com

8 Stairrods UK displayed its range of luxury flooring

accessories including stair rods, door thresholds, the

revolutionary Easybind carpet binding system and

Easyshims for solving height differences between

flooring. 

Tel: 01207 591 176 or visit: www.stairrods.co.uk

9 The Manx Carpets team introduced the 80/20 Castle

Twist Essence in 40oz and 50oz weights and 4m and 5m

REVIEW
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13

widths alongside the 50/50 Belgrave Berber in two

designs and 4m and 5m widths, and two-ply 80/10/10

New Zealand wool Metropolitan in 40oz and 50oz

weights and 4m and 5m widths. 

Tel: 01827 831 434, email: sales@manxcarpets.

co.uk or visit: www.manxcarpets.co.uk

10 The Troublefree carpet and vinyl collections were

the stars of the show for Mercado with excellent

customer feedback, many requests to use Troublefree

branding in press adverts, and one retailer is creating a

dedicated ‘store within a store’ to promote the brand. 

Tel: 0113 380 2900

11 Alistair Scott of Captain Carpet, Olney,

Buckinghamshire, was the winner of Ball & Young’s Wii

Golf competition. Scott managed to hit the golf ball

nearest to the pin at the Harrogate show and won two

corporate tickets to see Manchester United v Liverpool. 

Tel: 01536 200 502 or visit: www.underlay.co.uk

12 Beauflor was pleased to support the Harrogate

Flooring Show after several years’ absence. Beauflor

featured the Ultragrip cushion vinyl collection and gave

a preview of its forthcoming LVT collection, to be

officially launched at Domotex Hannover in January. 

Tel: 00 32 56 676 611 or visit: www.beauflor.com

13 V4 debuted its Deluxe display stand and previewed

the Phoenix collection including stained, carbonised

and distressed finishes on 148mm wide planks.

Tel: 01276 488 099 or visit:

www.v4woodflooring.co.uk
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Colour signals
This year’s Heimtextil Trendbook reveals four refreshing trends to watch out for

Heimtextil’s Trendtable has identified four main trends for
2012/13 in the latest Trendbook: Colour Riot, Dark Lux, Craft
Industry and Split Clarity. In all cases, colour plays a dominant
role. 

‘Colour is the decisive signal for the coming season. Powerful

and omnipresent, colour refreshes the senses, sets important
accents and is a conscious part of all styles,’ says Claudia Herke,
a member of the Trendtable. ‘Additionally, sustainable materials
are an interdisciplinary subject that plays a leading role
throughout the trend prognoses.’

Craft Industry 
The combination of tradition and handicrafts on the one

hand and industrial and mechanical methods on the other

dominate the look of Craft Industry. A sunny-warm and lively

colour series is oriented towards natural landscapes with sky,

mountains, lakes and forests which contrast with industrial,

metallic coal, copper and old-gold tones.

Craft Industry shows lively surfaces with irregular textures

and lots of structured elements. Important are qualities with

an authentic image and materials with vintage character, as

well as restrained, destroyed and used looks.

Fine patterns are created using creative techniques.

Dominant elements include composite or offset checks,

extraordinary patchwork designs, broken patterns, stripes

and checks with partial pile effects, hand-sewn looks, intarsia

and elaborately processed patches.

Split Clarity
Less is more – Split Clarity concentrates on simple, functional

and essential elements. In other words, the focus is on

sustainability, quality, high technology and new materials.

The result is clear-cut, modern aesthetics. 

Clarity is reflected by a series of colours inspired by nature.

The minimalistic and restrained compositions are generally

interrupted by a single expressive shade.

Material versatility is crucial. Metallic and reflecting

surfaces, semi-plain patterns and transparent materials are

used, as are animated but restrained surfaces.

Linear, high-contrast and severe graphic designs set

unequivocal accents. Depth is created by the interaction of

light and shadow in different materials and surfaces.

�

�
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Colour Riot
In Colour Riot, dynamic,

thrumming shades of colour

appear in a new context –

fresh, bold and vivid. And

there are no limits on the

interaction with light.

High gloss materials,

coloured laminations,

superimposed, fluid and

flexible fabrics underscore the

brilliance of monochrome

colours. New are ‘optical

fibres’ with iridescent effects

and using recycled materials.

Decisive for the effect are the

quality, wear resistance and

longevity of the high grade

materials.

When it comes to patterns,

the trend experts expect, for

example, broad stripes, all-

over geometric patterns and

graphic motifs. The computer

world is represented by digital

designs, photographic prints

and hologram effects. Despite

the playful urge to

experiment, the unexpected

looks appear clear and

unequivocal.

Dark Lux
The shadows of the night create a dark, mystical

and elegant colour series dominated by deep

black, which is particularly expressive on

lustrous materials. Rounding off the colour

world are dark, coloured accents pepped up by

metallic champagne and gold.

Rubberised, liquid looks and glossy surfaces

interact with furs and long-haired, smooth

hides. Clarity and severity give the sumptuous

textiles their modern appearance.

Iridescent, shimmering and transparent

qualities with animated surface modulation

generate an air of mystery. Deep gloss, metallic

shimmers, sequins and elaborate materials are

to be found in almost all segments.

�

�
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There has been unprecedented demand
for Cloud based applications from 
larger independents over the past 12
months, according to Stephen Smith,
Retailsystem ceo. 

‘One of the most powerful aspects of a
correctly designed IT system is that it can
grow, adapt and evolve to provide more
and more relevant and insightful
information to meet the needs of the
organisation, whatever its size,’ he says.

And this is increasingly needed as
retailers seek more and more details. 

‘Managers can find out the entire life
history of any product, or even part of a
product, all the way from its source to its
final destination,’ he says. 

‘They can trace who ordered it, when,
from whom, why and how. They have
complete access to all the relevant
timings, locations and costings at each
stage. They know who did what and
when. They can pin the timeline of every
stick of furniture to events such as
marketing campaigns, in-store

promotions, catalogue launches or
seasonal discounts.’

Enhancements have also been created
including printing a whole day’s delivery
notes in one go, moving funds
electronically between branches to allow
for customers who may pay at a different
branch to the one where they ordered it
from, and a mandatory report for any
goods that are outside their default lead
time – either by too little or too much. 

‘That means that you can spot the
potential problem of supply well before
it becomes a live issue and do something
about it in plenty of time. It also means
that, at long last, you have clear statistics
to give you a record of the timeliness, or
lack of it, of all your manufacturers,’ says
Smith.

Estimating systems are also advancing.
MasterPiece continues to develop its
estimates system with the specialisation
to support new build operations to help
retailers involved in contract sales.

’Here there has been improvement to
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MasterPiece’s management of the
umpteen permutations of what will be
fitted in each room, along with
associated data collection about
doorbars and matwells,’ says Charles
Pearson, MasterPiece md. 

‘One of the main players in this market
has completed its pilot trial and is now
rolling out the system across its 10
regional offices.’

For busy retailers who want to focus
on serving their customers and not be
distracted by using the till, J2 products
score.

EPoS firm Cybertill and touchscreen
POS till company J2 Retail Systems have
formed a partnership. 

‘We’re always adding to our product
range, using emerging technologies to
make for a better user experience of
EPoS and achieve a lower cost of
ownership. We believe we can help
Cybertill clients run more efficient and
more profitable businesses,’ says Ian
Tomlinson, Cybertill chief executive.

Software firms are responding to retailers’ increasing demands

Sky’s the limit
Cloud computing is growing
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Top of the class
Crucial Trading’s latest designs add luxury, texture and seaside chic

Sometimes, staying at the top can be harder than getting there,
but Crucial Trading has been creating innovative flooring
designs using natural plant fibres for almost a quarter of a
century and remains market leader. Its latest sisal and wool
creations are likely to reinforce that position.

Inspired by the beautiful Indonesian island, Bali is a striking
striped sisal, woven with coir to give additional strength and
textural detail. Sisal and coir are both renowned for their
strength, which makes Bali a long-lasting flooring option that
can be used in all areas of the home. Its natural lustre lends
itself to conservatories and sun rooms thanks to sisal’s reflective
properties.

Togo offers a distinctive, large scale basketweave that can
add depth and texture to a room. The weave creates an ethnic
feel in a stylish, subtle way. 

City is a 5m width sisal designed for modern urban living. City
is made from 100% sisal and is available in a palette of 10
colourways, working equally well in large or small rooms.

The 100% wool Romeo features a delicate self-stripe to give a
touch of subtle texture. Available in a palette of subtle neutrals,
Romeo brings luxury to living areas and bedrooms. 

Seaside chic is the aim of the 100% wool Coast collection,
with designs including Beach Hut, Rockpool, Pebbles and Dune.
Coast is available in a palette of subtle neutrals, which have
been designed to complement one another, making it easy to
use across several rooms. Bali combines sisal and coir

Above and right: Beach Hut in 100% wool
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Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS 
1 Highpitched tone
5 On the ___ (fleeing) US slang
8 Is indebted
12 Scandinavian capital city
13 Well founded
15 Mission control gp
16 River to the Moselle
17 Acid type
18 Skills
19 Refinement
22 Dawn goddess
23 Memorable time
24 20th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
26 Unit in a sentence
29 In a faint
31 Home of iSalone
32 Standards
34 Swung around
36 Broadcasts
38 Wake
40 ExxonMobil brand
41 Fortune telling cards
43 Sniff
45 Hot time in Paris
46 Go between
48 Cold in Cockney rhyming slang
50 Spring from the slammer
51 NFL scores (Abbv)
52 Sea arm
54 Suggestive
61 Native American tribe
63 Stroll
64 Domain
65 Sardine containers
66 Mass of eggs
67 Pillar
68 Wise
69 Drunkard
70 Finishes

DOWN
1 Winter pear
2 Son of Rebekah
3 Airline to Tel Aviv
4 Doorkeeper
5 Tibetan priest
6 Came down to earth
7 Start of something small?
8 ___ roll
9 Warehouseman
10 This, in Tijuana
11 Impudence
13 Feudal vassal
14 Portals
20 Teheran’s country
21 Information
25 Lone
26 Glass bottle
27 Appalling
28 Uneven
29 It’s a plus
30 Bird homes
31 Rodent, betrayer
33 Silent
35 Her partner would be a buck
37 Rise sharply, as a bird would
39 High spirits
42 Stratum
44 Former Fords
47 Oozes
49 Elude
52 Wagers
53 Type of song, to be sung solo
55 Charts
56 Golfer Aoki
57 Aquatic amphibian
58 ‘___ Brockovich’
59 Can’t do without
60 Swabbies
62 Nationality suffix

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p66

ENTERTAINMENT
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FINAL POLISH
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Harrison Spinks’ annual golf day had a record
turnout and raised more than £5,000 for Furnishing
Industry Trust. First held in the 1940s, 96 players
took part this year, an increase of 40% on 2011. 

The winner of the Somnus Trophy, after scoring 38
points, was Roddy McFarlane from And So To Bed.
Paul Schofield from Sleepzone took the runner up
prize and the overall team winners were Brian
Green, David Trickett, Andrew Trickett and Mark
Stocks from MPT Group. 

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

The winning MPT team

Taking the floor
The Carpet Foundation’s 11th Red Carpet Awards recognised the best

in consumer magazine writing about carpets, and included two new

awards: Best Wool Carpet Article, sponsored by the British Wool

Marketing Board on behalf of the Campaign for Wool and Best Work

by a Freelance.

The panel of judges included Andrea Maflin, interiors designer and

Sunday Times columnist; John Smigielski, Axon Publishing editorial

director; Louise Anton; and for the first time, Sophie Conran, interior

designer and Vanessa Brady, Society of British Interior Designers

president. 

The judges said it was another exceptional year editorially with a

plethora of coverage in magazines and an exceptionally high

standard of entries. 

The following awards were given: 

Best Carpet Article: Caroline Rodrigues, Homes & Gardens February

2011; Best Makeover: Denise Brock, House Beautiful December/

January 2011; Best Online Article: Allaboutyou.com; Best Shopping

Item: Luisa Ferdenzi, Homes & Gardens May 2011; Best Wool Carpet

Article: Charlotte Boyd, House Beautiful October 2010; Best Work by a

Freelance: Abigail Edwards for Coast October 2010 and Best Use of

Carpet in a Decorating/Interior Scheme: Carol Wortley-Bishop,

Country Homes & Interiors February 2011.

‘If ever people wanted proof that we are the proactive interface

between the carpet industry and the media, this is it. We punch well

above our weight in terms of the column inches given over to carpet

throughout the year. The awards have transformed how carpet is

viewed and covered in the press,’ says Rupert Anton, Carpet

Foundation spokesman.

Charlotte Boyd, House Beautiful style editor and Julia Goodwin, editor, celebrate with
Chris Tarafa, publisher

Transatlantic sleeping
It seems there is more than a supposedly common
language that divides the UK and US. Surveys of
1,000 7-18 year-olds on both sides of the Atlantic for
the Sleep Council and Better Sleep Council found
American parents are far more aware of the adverse
effects of poor sleep habits than we are.

Some 45% of US parents believe their child gets
better grades as a result of getting more sleep
compared to 22% here. Some 90% of US parents felt
their child’s mattress was an important factor for a
good night’s sleep compared to 60% of UK parents.

The research also revealed 23% of 7-18 year-olds
in the UK lose sleep because of worry. Other things
that parents said prevented their children from
sleeping are homework (26%) and computers and
televisions in the bedroom (19%)  – in the US this
figure jumps to 33%.

A record day
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